Truth is relative. There is no universal truth handbook. In reality, anything goes. What may be right or wrong could be different from me or you. In the heart of it all, if I believed a lie, that is my truth because to me, it’s not a lie. It’s psychologically proven that people will believe only what they see that supports their own truth. For each, substantial evidence exists; therefore, eliminating even the slightest possibility for it to be prevarication.

But if we know truth can be true or false, depending on who you ask, then what is untold truth? Is a secret given value? What holds any kind of meaning to anything at all? Besides, no one can determine anything for you. If something is untold, there is no basis for truth or untruth. It is perhaps a third category on its own. Either way, it is relative. No matter what, it’s up to each and every person’s judgment to know and decide from experience.